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Mismanagement of funds at AASU 
Inside this issue Bookstore has euenione seeing red 
Has the whole world gone 
mad? No, it's just AASU stu­
dents and staff having fun dur­
ing Red Ribbon Week. Above, 
Sean Connolly, Vice President of 
SGA and Renee Hutson of 
Elderhostel, try their hands...um, 
make that hips... at hoola hoop­
ing in the hallway of the MCC 
(aka: the University Center). 
By Anslee Willett 
Students returned to the book­
store this quarter to find that they not 
only had to pay to purchase textbooks 
but, they had to pay to return them as 
well A sign in the bookstore informed 
students of the newly implemented 10 
percent restocking fee. 
The restocking fee is one of the 
results of the bookstore's $30,000 loss 
last year, according to John Stegall, 
Vice President of Business Services. 
He said, " The freight charges of the 
books to and from the publishers were 
killing the bookstore." Stegall hopes 
this new fee will help offset the 
bookstore's cost of shipping books 
back to publishers. 
Stegall said, "We've got a prob-
The bookstore employee said, 
"The markup was 25 percent. After the 
recent loss, the markup went up to 32 
percent." 
"The total sales of the bookstore 
are about $1.5 million a year, so 
$30,000 isn't a significant loss. But as 
I said, the bookstore really tries to 
break even," Stegall explained. 
Many students are outraged and 
confused about this new fee. They 
question why the fee applies to all 
books if some of them, if not most, will 
be used the next quarter, and thus will 
have no need to be returned to the pub­
lisher. Most students cannot compre­
hend why they are having to recover 
the bookstore's fiscal loss. 
When asked if all student re-
Stegall also admitted the Bookstore marks 
up its books more than other Universities. 
Nick Rimedio, Cross Dresser? 
Who is that Gypsy with the Hairy 
Chest? Turn to page 11 for the full 
story!! 
lem in the bookstore. I recognize this 
problem. I'm looking into solutions. 
This year we had to raise our prices 
because we've just got to cover our 
costs." 
In September a student wrote a 
letter to Stegall questioning the fee. In 
Stegall's response letter he said, "Re­
cently, publishers have instituted a 're­
stocking' fee. We had no choice but 
to pass this onto the students." 
However, an employee of the 
bookstore, who wishes to remain 
anonymous, said, "The only compa­
nies that charge a restocking fee are 
small companies that we order from 
maybe once or twice. Big companies 
do not charge a restocking fee." 
Kathy Wallace, who handles 
book orders at J. A. Majors Book Cor­
poration, said, "Armstrong orders their 
health science books from us, and we 
do not charge a restocking fee." 
Stegall also said the bookstore 
marks up textbooks probably more 
than other bookstores. "We markup 
our books 25 percent because the 20 
percent markup [recommended by 
publishers] wasn't giving us enough," 
he explained. 
turned books are sent back to the pub­
lisher, Stegall said, "No, not if we feel 
that the book is going to be used the 
next quarter." 
Both students and professors are 
questioning the need to implement 
such a fee. The restocking fee was dis­
cussed as a possibility at a presiden­
tial meeting in August, according to 
Richard Nordquist, Director for the 
Office of Nontraditional Learning. "I 
had to fill in for an assistant dean of 
academic services at a president staff 
meeting... The message to me as a fac­
ulty member that was bothersome was 
that this [fee] was a kind of punish-
Stegall did admit, " We're 
not running the bookstore 
very efficiently. ft 
ment for faculty, being taken out on 
students. Faculty were ordering books 
and then not using them and students 
were returning them [to the book­
store]." 
Nordquist understood the fee 
presented as: "If faculty does not do a 
better job of ordering textbooks and 
if faculty continues to order texts that 
they do not get around to using [sec­
ondary texts], then the fee would be 
implemented; Tell faculty to get it to­
gether or the students will have to pay 
for it." 
In September, Nordquist was 
notified that the fee had been imple­
mented, not by the administration but 
by a concerned student who had no­
ticed the sign in the bookstore after 
purchasing her textbooks. 
A professor in the English de­
partment, who wishes to remain 
anonymous, said, "If the library was 
better equipped, professors would not 
have to order as many secondary text­
books, which would keep the students 
from having to spend as much money 
on books and would allow students to 
avoid any additional freight charges." 
Stegall was not able to identify 
the source of the bookstore's $30,000 
loss, which was detected at the end of 
the summer. He believes it may be 
from an error in the computer inven­
tory program, which was purchased 
from Radio Shack. Stegall did admit, 
"We're not running the bookstore very 
efficiently," which may be contributed 
to the error not being detected earlier 
The bookstore employee said, 
"Publishers used to include shipping 
and handling in the book's price, but 
they stopped doing this. [The 
bookstore's] new restocking fee is 
because the management did not do 
their job over the last few years of 
adding on shipping and handling 
charges." 
The employee also said, "More 
than $30,000 was lost." 
"I did give the president a re­
port, a summary, about the bookstore. 
In that report I mentioned that the 
bookstore lost money for the first time 
ever, " said Stegall. 
Nordquist said he was aware 
that the bookstore lost money a couple 
of years ago because some books [that 
were returned by students or not sold] 
sat in the bookstore too long and 
would go into a new edition or out of 
continued on page 6 
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letters 
Dear Editor: 
We a re sitting here in English 99, 
writing an essay, and thinking about 
the test we have to take next in Alge­
bra 98. It struck us that even though 
we are working hard in these classes, 
closely paying attention to the teacher 
so that we can pass the CPE, all of this 
does not even matter because we do 
not receive credit for these classes. 
Don't get us wrong. They are a defi­
nite help, but we don't understand why 
we don't get any credit. 
We feel that because we pay normal 
fees, do the homework, and participate 
in class, we should get some kind of 
credit for learning support. Courses 
could count as electives for students 
who pass the course and exit CPE. This 
would give many of us learning sup­
port students incentive, as well as a 
feeling of accomplishment. 
Sincerely, 
Sandy Pagan and Ali Lee 
eel. - Credit for learning support is not 
given because learning support classes 
are preparatory as are high school 
courses. The University System of 
Georgia is currently implementing 
plans to do away with CPE and Learn­
ing Support in all /our year institu­
tions', which basically means that if you 
don 'r have the requirements, with few 
exceptions for older adults, you will 
not be allowed in. The new policy will 
mean that students must make up the 
course work on their own at consider­
able cost. Over 40% ofAASU's student 
body begin as Learning Support Stu­
dents. The administration has esti­
mated that as standards of entry are 
raised and Learning Support classes 
are no longer taught on campus, many 
instructors will have to be let go to 
accommodate the drop in enrollment. 
This should ultimately be of greater 
concern than not receiving credit for 
Learning Support and is something 
that area high schools need to address 
if they arc to prepare their students for 
institutes of higher learning. 
Dear Editor: 
We would like to take this time to dis­
cuss the urgent need for on campus 
childcare for the children of parents 
attending Armstrong Atlantic State 
University. For parents trying to stay 
focused on academics the realities of 
childcare are a distracting concern. 
Parents must worry about the care of 
their children in the homes of others. 
The expense of childcare is another 
source of worry for financially 
strapped student/parents. 
If childcare facilities were here on 
campus, the cost could be deducted 
from activity fees or electronically 
deducted from the account of students 
receiving financial aid. Students hav­
ing their children cared for cn campus 
would have less to worry about in case 
of emergencies. In addition, on-cam-
pus childcare would probably reduce 
the rate of absenteeism. 
Perhaps such a center could be devel­
oped and managed by the Education 
department at Armstrong Atlantic State 
University. 
We would ask that our recommenda­
tion be considered by the administra­
tion. 
Thank you in advance for your atten­
tion in this matter. 
Sincerely, 
Lisa S. McNair 
Tis'ha Fulton 
Dear Editor: 
Since Armstrong is now a univer­
sity, more courses on wildlife, environ­
mental issues, and global preservation 
should be taught. We know that we are 
not alone in our feelings, as we have 
talked to others about this subject, and 
those who are concerned about the 
present state of global pollution. We 
believe, along with many of those with 
whom we spoke, that there are pollu­
tion problems everywhere and those of 
us about to start making decisions 
about the future of our world should 
have a broader knowledge of how to 
correct the problems of pollution in it. 
We also understand that the imple­
mentation of new courses may cost a 
great deal of money and time to put 
into effect. However, that time, effort, 
and money may pale in comparison to 
the cost of the cleanup that the people 
of the world may face one day, in a 
last-ditch effort to save an environ­
ment which could have been repaired 
earlier by a few caring, and well-edu­
cated environmental professionals like 
we hope to be. 
We suggest that the biology depart­
ment join with the departments of 
physical science, chemistry, math­
ematics, computer science, govern­
ment, health science, and all other re­
lated sciences for one "brainstorming" 
session to create one course that in­
cludes all of the sciences and how glo­
bal preservation affects them. This 
course, we are sure, would show all 
students in every degree program, how 
global preservation would benefit 
them, even though they might not re­
alize it at this point. This one course, 
we suggest, could show the future 
medical science professional how to 
cope with diseases from polluted air, 
the criminal justice professional how 
important it is to enforce environmen­
tal law to protect the public, the politi­
cal scientist the art of "preservation 
persuasion". 
One course... is that too much to 
ask? We don't think so, considering the 
possible future we face if we aren't 
educated about environmental issues. 
We understand that getting a new 
[course] at Armstrong may be as tough 
as finding a parking spot five minutes 
before class starts, but we need to start 
planning for our future before we don't 
have one to plan for. 
A degree program in environmental 
issues is what we hope for, but one 
class now would certainly be a good 
start. We can all continue to remain 
blissfully ignorant, or make positive 
changes through education for the bet­
terment of all living things. We wish 
to thank you for your time and trouble 
and hope to see you address our con­
cerns as soon as possible. 
Sincerely, 
Tim Lane, Lynette Pennington, and 
Katrina Wyatt 
ed. - There is currently a course of­
fered in Environmental Biology (Bio 
310) which is being offered this Win­
ter. The course is geared toward 
nonbiology majors and deals with 
many of the issues you mention. Con­
tact the Biology Department for more 
information. 
Dear Editor: 
I am writing this letter on behalf of 
my classmates to address the need for 
proper lighting on the Armstrong Cam­
pus. 
The current lighting in the class­
rooms could cause eye strain while 
reading and writing. For example, 
when an instructor is writing on he 
blackboard, the ability to see what is 
written depends on where in the room 
you are sitting. The dim lighting in the 
stairwells creates shadows that foster 
a feeling of insecurity while walking 
between classes. The poor lighting 
outside of the building provides the 
potential for increased crime by creat­
ing pockets of darkness to hide would-
be attackers. 
We suggest looking into using larger 
wattage lamps and bulbs as a poten­
tial quick fix. This would allow more 
time to implement more costly rem­
edies like additional light fixtures in 
the classrooms and hallways, lights 
along the sidewalks between buildings, 
and placing additional light in the park­
ing lot to illuminate the back parking 
spaces. 
We believe that improving the light­
ing on campus inside and out would 
provide a conducive learning environ­
ment and create a feeling of security 
for all students and faculty. 
Sincerely, 
Tangela Ford 
Belinda Madramootoo 
Kevin Walker 
nrmstrong Rtlantic State 
Uniuersity 
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The Inkwell is published and distributed bi­
weekly, five times during the Fall, Winter 
and Spring Quarters on alternate Wednes­
days. Copies are available in distribution 
boxes throughout the campus or can be sub­
scribed to by mail for $24 a year. 
The Inkwell welcomes letters and com­
ments for improvement provided that they 
are clearly written or typed. All letters sub­
mitted for publication must be signed and a 
phone number should be provided for veri­
fication purposes. Names will be withheld 
upon request. 
The Inkwell welcomes public announce­
ments, press releases, etc. Such information 
will be published free of charge at the dis­
cretion of the editorial staff. 
The comments and opinions expressed in this 
publication do not necessarily express the opin­
ions of anyone other than the person who has writ­
ten them and are no t to be taken as a reflection 
upon the views of the faculty, administrators, the 
University System of Georgia or the Board of 
Regents. 
opinions 
If man was made 
in God's image, 
then does God 
have a nose? 
By Rev. Chris Fuller 
Does God go to the bathroom? If 
so, does He use toilet paper? Such 
questions make many people uncom­
fortable. "Why? Is it because we are 
confronted with the prospect that God 
is nonexistent? Is God the explana­
tion fpr the unexplainable? Initially, 
probably not. However, these are the 
kinds of questions raised by logical, 
rational people who may not have faith 
in God. Life is full ®f di fficult ques­
tions and people that challenge our 
beliefs. How do you answer these 
types of questions? What are you go­
ing to do about it? The concept of God 
can make no sense to the rational mind. 
You can not prove there is a God to 
the skeptic. For that matter, you can 
not prove there is love because it is 
simply a series of chemical reactions 
and electrostatic pulses that pass 
through synapses. Right? Even 
though faith understands logic, logic 
and reason have no clue about faith. 
Such questions lead some people to 
become atheists or agnostics. An athe­
ist can be defined as someone who 
believes there is no God or gods. An 
agnostic believes there is no way to 
know whether there is a God. 
The irony in this situation is that 
atheists probably possess more faith 
and are less spiritually apathetic than 
many believers. They have carefully 
examined the evidence and can usu­
ally present a forceful argument for 
their convictions. An atheist can em­
barrass you and debate circles around 
your protestations if you are unfamil­
iar with their reasoning. Since athe­
ists are a minority, they take their stand 
knowing they may be persecuted or 
ridiculed. Therefore, they are resolute. 
Atheists usually have more faith be­
cause, despite all the circumstantial 
evidence that God exists, they believe 
God does not exist. Remember, I do 
not believe I can prove there is a God, 
but there are too many "coincidences 
for me to believe there is no God. As 
a biology major and chemistry minor, 
I was dumbfounded at the intricacy, cr 
even presence, of life and matter. I 
found it amazing that humans have a 
conscience. Furthermore, a historical 
"bombshell" took place right after 
Jesus' death that resulted in thousands 
of conversions to Christianity. I per-
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sonally believe Jesus rose from the may be more people who believe in 
dead. None of this is proof, but this is God than not does not make it the truth, 
partly why I believe in God. So, the Believers should never be afraid to 
next time you meet an atheist, you spiritually examine if they are in pos-
should shake their hand and say, session of the truth. 
"Wow, you must have a lot of faith to Want to talk about it? The Baptist 
believe there is no God. I wish I had Student Union meets every Thursday 
as much faith as you!" Of course, if noon for afree lunch at the BSU build-
your motive is insincere, say nothing, ing between the Fine Arts Hall and 
A side effect of atheists preaching Abercorn. Atheists and agnostics wel-
their nonbelief is that uncommitted be- come! See y a there! 
lievers usually either strengthen or lose 
their faith in God. One's belief sys­
tem is challenged more than it ever 
would have been in ten typical Sun­
day sermons. Sadly, that should be 
taken as a commentary on the sermons 
And The Winner Is... 
By Jerry Robert Poole Jr. 
November 14,1996-Early registration 
is over, as is the election. Bill Clinton 
should still be the President of the 
against Dr. Metts before the Novem­
ber 5th election because the salary is 
too low to create an interest. Talk about 
shooting yourself in the foot! With a 
salary that low, the morgue is destined 
to become a self-service establishment. 
Dare to view your voice? 231-3178 
You Did It, 
Now admit It. 
rather than the "power" of the atheist United States and the Dallas Cowboys 
position. Even this article may pro- hopefully are 7-3. Arguably, these are 
vide stimulation to believers who have the easy picks. Bob Dole really shot 
not considered these ideas, and they himself in the foot by asking Ross 
will erupt in righteous indignation Perot to come aboard. Like Perot s 4% 
Christians should never be afraid would have made a difference. Perot 
or dismayed by atheists. This is an op- should run for Senator and Dole should 
portunity to share your faith. Obvi- retire, 
ously, if someone asks such questions Closer to home, ,e 
, ., . • Chatham County s Commission Chair-they are probably trying to goad you ^ ^  & on£ at ^  ^  of this 
or seek truth. If the former, there is Inkwdl deadline. Hopefuliy, the vot-
nothmg you can say that will be ^ ^  ^  psychic powefs j wiU 
deemed worthwhile in their eyes. You ^ that j was stunned to read an ar-
will simply be casting pearls before the ^ expressing Joe Mahany's opinion 
swine; shut up and leave. If they want conceming a saiary increase request by 
Dr. James Metts, our county coroner. 
It was not a demand. Dr. Metts men-
to know the truth, then ask them if 
Jesus is who he said he was. All other 
questions pale in comparison. There qoned that he would not quit or go on 
is no need to speculate on other ques- s£nke if this request was not granted. 
fions until that question is answered. Keep in mind people that his salary is 
Good answers come from good ques- jn the neighborhood of $8965.00 per 
tions. Questioning God's features or year. If that figure is correct, what a 
personal activities rarely leads to a sig- bad place to be. No wonder Quincy 
nificant understanding of who He is. lives on a boat. 
Based on the article, Joe Mahany 
thought that Dr. Metts should have 
given this request earlier. It was going 
to be hard to find someone to run 
Truth is not endemic to logic. 
Something does not have to be proven 
to be a reality. Do you have to know 
why a brown cow eats green grass and 
gives white milk to appreciate the yel­
low butter? Sure, there is an explana­
tion for these phenomena, but if you 
explain everything, the butter melts 
and your toast isn't crunchy anymore. 
What I'm saying is that you can not 
By Lorie Williams 
We as humans never want to 'fess 
up. If anyone accuses me of anything, 
I automatically think of at least three 
other persons or events to which I can 
apply the blame, but the ultimate re­
sponsibility is mine. By observing the 
current level of non-participation in 
our government and correlating that 
level to the amount of grumbling and 
complaining about THE GOVERN­
MENT, I have developed the Williams 
Theorem. This theorem states that 
Americans refuse to take responsibil­
ity for their government. In America 
"We, the people" run the government 
through our elected representatives. 
When we, the people, leave the gov­
erning process to the few who are now 
participating in the electoral process, 
we have only ourselves to blame for 
the ineffectiveness or reported "evil-
ness" of government. I have heard a 
\oV oi d\ss&t\sf action about the choices 
for president. Some people are saying 
that there is no reason to cast their vote 
because (s)he does not have a prefer­
ence. We, the people, must address this 
and determine ways to become in­
volved so that a candidate that we 
would actually like to see be president 
is on the ballot. We must become in­
volved at the local level so that we re­
ally have a choice. 
AASU Students Pick Clinton 
By Radha Narayanan 
Of course, by the time this article 
is in the paper, everybody knows who 
YTimi x... the new president is. The basic idea 
explain everything about God. Not that was to see who Armstrong students 
God exists just because we do not un- would pick as the new president Tlte 
. . r_t ,, , results of mv survey of some students derstand everything. That would make ^ ^  ^  of the students picked 
God the explanation for the unexplain- Qinton and 20% picked Dole The stu-
able. God is God. No one I know com- dents cded many reasons for whoever 
pletely understands God and what He they p£cked 
is like. Ultimately, I believe in God Definitely a majority of the people 
because of my faith. picked Clinton for a variety of reasons. 
Why do questions like these and One student wrote that there have been 
people like atheists disturb people? positive changes within the govern-
These questions can display irrever- ment during his presidential term. An-
ence to a heartfelt belief and atheists other reason is that Clinton has great 
, . n, Tf ideas about education and seems to 
challenge our faith in y want a better America. Clinton has also 
upset, I recommend you wrestle with worked well wkh the lower and middie 
these questions and issues. Think dass jn addition to education, 
about it. Do your spiritual leaders pre- Clinton has shown a lot of improve-
pare you theologically for the difficult ment jn the area of healthcare. Over-
questions of life? Just because there all, the Clinton supporters believe that 
he has done a lot of good things for 
the country. 
Not too many people supported 
Dole out of the students that I sur­
veyed. A Dole supporter says that 
Clinton has done nothing during his 
first term as President and that we 
should not believe that he will follow 
through his promises this time around. 
The student says that we can be sure 
that Dole will follow through with his 
plan and also that he has the "charac­
ter" to be a President. Another reason 
is that Dole has a good moral charac­
ter and is an honest person while 
Clinton has many major moral and 
ethical flaws in his character. 
Overall, most people support 
Clinton while a minority support Dole. 
Both the Clinton and Dole supporters 
gave excellent reasons why they sup­
port their candidate. The election day 
was November 5th, and Clinton has 
won as expected, we can only hope that 
America choice was the best. 
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AASU Homecoming Queen 1997 
APPLICATIONS ARE READY!! 
DUE DECEMBER 6,1996 
One of the best AASU campus events is coming up soon in February... Homecoming Week 1997!! It is 
pride, fun, and total involvement. Of course, a highlight of Homecoming Week is the selection of the Homecoming Queen. 
Here is an opportunity to get involved, by sponsoring a Homecoming Queen candidate. 
The AASU Homecoming Queen will be selected by the student body, and crowned during the Homecoming Game on 
Februaiy 8th 19^7^ She will also represent the school in the St. Patrick's Day Parade. It is an honor to hold this position, 
as well as good publicity for your organization. \\\\ \ \ ' j^f///^ 
A Homecoming candidate has to meet the following criteria: 
• Sponsored by a recognized AASU organization or activity group. 
Note: One sponsor per candidate, one candidate per sponsor. 
• A maintained GPA of 2.0 during Fall Quarter '96 and Winter Quarter '97. 
• A class load of at least 10 hours during Fall and Winter Quarter. 
GPA and class load will be confirmed upon submission, and again at the beginning of Winter Quarter. They will also be 
checked after midterm of Winter Quarter. If the requirements are no longer met, the crown will be passed to the First 
Runner Up, who will then ride in the St. Patrick's Day Parade as the AASU 1997 Homecoming Queen. 
Please pick up an application from the Student Activities Office and return it by 5 P.M. on December 6, 1996 You must also 
toctode \wo 5x7 photos for the Inkwell and baloting display. If you have any questions, please call Student Activities at 927-
5300 or Cristen West at 925-9315. So, CAMPAIGN, SELL, PUBLICIZE your candidate and your organization! It is a 
guaranteed fun tradition, and may the best queen win! 
Cristen West 
Homecoming Committee Chairperson 
Campus Union Board 
Balloting Dates 
Homecoming Court - January 20 and 21,1997 
Homecoming Queen - February 4 and 5,1997 
UNI Homecoming Goes Sour 
By College Press Service 
CEDAR FALLS, Iowa—Homecoming 
celebrations at the University of Northern 
Iowa Oct 12 turned ugly when a crowd of 
1.000 began to smash windows, overturn 
cars and throw beer bottles at police. 
The not started outside bars near the UNI 
campus and ended with the arrests of 24 
people, including 10 students and two 
alumni, police said. 
The crowd had been milling peacefully 
outside the bars around 11 p.m. but got 
irate when the street was closed off to traf­
fic, police said. 
When Cedar Falls Mayor Ed Stachovic 
ordered the bars to close at 12:15 a.m., the 
crowd tipped over cars, smashed the win­
dows of a convenience store and knocked 
down traffic signs. At least two officers 
were injured when people threw bricks and 
beer bottles, police said. 
Earlier in the day, the UNI football team 
defeated Illinois State University. "The 
whole incident was reprehensible," said 
Vicki Grimes, a UNI spokesperson. 
"There's still a lot of unanswered ques­
tions." 
Tom Romanin, associate vice president for 
educational and student services, said that 
disciplinary actions against the 10 stu­
dents, ranging from sanctions to expulsion, 
would be considered on a case-by-case 
basis. 
"In the longer term, we'll be continuing 
to address factors related to this incident, 
as well as the bigger picture of excess and 
illegal alcohol consumption." said. 
A deadly drink 
Wood alcohol, so called because ft was originally made from 
destructive distillation of wood, can be inadvertantly made w' 
distilling wine or other alcohol at too cold a temperature. 
A small amount of wood alcohol can be lethal 
Methyl alcohol: 
Properly called 
methyl alcohol or 
methanol, wood 
alcohol has no smell 
and is colorless 
How it is made: 
Methanol is created 
at a temperature of 
148°F. Distilling must 
be at least 158CF to 
make drinkable 
alcohol. 
How much is deadly? 
1 ounce: Dangerous 
3 ounces: Lethal 
SOURCE: Ume& University Hospital 
{within 6-24 hours) 
® Stomach ache 
Nausea 
• Headache 
M Kidney failure 
•I Blindness 
• Brain 
In the liver, 
wood alcohol 
is turned into 
formic acid, 
which is 
poisonous 
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SGA Underway 
is currently doing an inventory of 
all the broken or missing pencil 
sharpeners and replacements are be­
ing ordered. YEA!!! 
By Jo A Lloyd 
Secretary of AASU 
Student Government Assoc. 
Just thought I'd let you know 
what was going on with SGA (The 
Student Government Association 
for AASU). We've been working 
on several very difficult projects 
these past two quarters and some of 
them (thank goodness) are coming 
to a close. Since there are so many, 
I'll give a brief description of what 
you can expect: 
On Campus Day Care: When 
I first started this project, I was told 
over and over (by everyone) that it 
would not work. After several 
months of research and ideas. . . I 
have to agree. Here are my reasons: 
Armstrong University cannot 
afford the insurance that would be 
necessary to cover on campus day 
care. As a matter of fact, many day 
care services are closing down be­
cause of the insurance costs. One 
such place that I talked to had been 
in service for many years, but 
couldn't pay the insurance. The 
director said they would have had 
to charge such outrageous prices, 
that people wouldn't be able to af­
ford it. 
We considered paying the sal­
ary of a daycare director and get­
ting really good discounts for 
Armstrong students, but that would 
cost Student Government over 
$20,000 per year and would only 
benefit those students with children, 
and only offew of them would ben­
efit. This would mean that 200 stu­
dents would pay for benefits for 10-
15 children every quarter. 
We also considered paying the 
fee for student workers in a daycare 
center, but that also would take 
money from a lot of students for the 
benefit of a few. 
I have checked with daycare 
services to see if they would offer a 
discount which wouldn t cost 
Armstrong anything, but so far have 
found none. ( I will continue to 
pursue this). 
Well, that's where I'm at with 
the Daycare Services Goal. I will 
continue to research options as they 
are presented to me. 
Faculty Evaluation Booklet: 
The Faculty Evaluation Book­
let has become the Class Evaluation 
Guide. The SGA Executive Board 
met with Vice President Butler and 
also with other faculty members to 
discuss the feasibility of this guide. 
Since Armstrong is advancing to­
wards the semester system, it would 
be necessary to re-create the guide 
when that happens. Therefore, we 
decided to make a Syllabus Manual, 
instead. This manual will be a com­
pilation of the available syllabi from 
each course in each department and 
will be kept on reserve in the library. 
We hope to be able to let the stu­
dent better understand what will be 
required of them in each class. It 
should explain more clearly what 
types of tests are given, whether 
written papers are due in the class, 
etc. , And students will be able to 
view this booklet BEFORE signing 
up for the class. 
Don't misunderstand though; 
making a Class Evaluation Guide 
is still an SGA objective, it's just 
on hold for a little longer. We will 
continue to work on it throughout 
the year and hope to have it avail­
able by next Fall. 
Other projects: 
Senators LeRoy Burke & Kevin 
Rachael are currently heading a 
large committee for "Promoting the 
creation or improvement of new or 
existing facilities" which includes 
the following: 
Renovate campus rest room 
facilities 
Replace dilapidated, 
uncomfortable, damaged, 
and defaced classroom 
desks 
Complete renovation of 
Shearouse Plaza by cover 
ing stage and adding more 
furniture 
Expand and improve MCC 
Building 
Discontinuing Reserved 
Parking after 5:00 P.M.. 
Vice President Connolly met 
with Dr. Joe Buck during this past 
summer and discussed the probabil­
ity of discontinuing reserved park­
ing after 5:00 P.M.. After much re­
search, Dr. Buck came through for 
us and students can now park in fac­
ulty parking spots after 6:00 P.M.. 
(Be forewarned, however, that de­
partment head, fire zone, and 
handicapped spaces are NOT 
considered part of the deal!!!) So, 
CONGRATULATIONS to our noc­
turnal campus life!!! 
Replacement of Broken Pen­
cil Sharpeners 
President Aubrey met with 
David Faircloth to discuss the pos­
sibility of replacing all those bro­
ken pencil sharpeners that we've 
been fighting with for so many 
years. As a result, his department 
That's all for now, although we 
are working on many other things. 
11 let you know as things happen. 
Meanwhile, here is some other in­
formation that -you might find use­
ful: 
MEDICAL: 
•Westside Urban Health Center - 3 
locations 944-6080 
•Chatham County Health Depart­
ment - 356-2441 
•Memorial Medical Center Outpa­
tient Clinics - 350-8165 
FINANCIAL/OTHER: 
•Social Security - 1-800 "'72-1213 
•Consumer Credit Counseling Ser­
vice - 927-4357 
•Second Harvest Food Bank - 236-
6746 
•Salvation Army - 651-7420 
•Social Apostolate - 233-1877 
•Emmause House - 233-5442 
•Savannah United Ministries - 234-
0330 
LEGAL: 
•Georgia Legal Services - 651 -2180 
•Lawyer Referral Service - 236-
9344 
VIOLENCE/CRIME 
•Victim-Witness Assistance Pro­
gram - 652-7329 
•Child Abuse and Neglect/Lifeline 
for Children - 651 -2110 
•SAFE Shelter - 234-9999 
•Rape Crisis Center - 233-7273 
•Citizens Crime Commission - 232-
1744 
•First Cry for Help - 232-3383 
Also, the Chatham County Li­
brary System has multiple sources 
of information. There are 14 
branches in the system, with the 
main branch located at 2002 Bull 
Street. The number is 652-3600. 
[7-rrrrry ; / ; > 1J/S///////S /ZZZZa 
American 
Academy of 
Pediatrics 
Violent Images Reach 
Children 
(NAPS)—American TV pro­
grams and movies are the most 
violent in the world, and more 
than 1,000 studies tell us that our 
children are affected by what they 
see. Seeing a lot of violence on TV, 
in movies and in video games can 
lead children to behave aggres­
sively. But parents can do some­
thing about the violence our chil­
dren see in the media. 
Children 
Our Future 
© 
Every October the nation's 
pediatricians and the American 
Academy of Pediatrics call upon 
parents to think about the impor­
tance of preventive health care. 
Jo in  us  dur ing Child Health 
Month this year as we again 
speak out against violence. Here 
are a few tips to help us place 
solutions before problems. 
•  Talk to  your chi ldren 
about  the  v iolence they see .  
Explain that despite what they 
see on TV, in movies and in video 
games, violence is not an accept­
able way to resolve problems. 
•  Teach chi ldren to  be  
"media literate." Children who 
are "media literate" are more 
resistent to harmful media effects. 
Teach them about the difference 
between fantasy and reality. 
Explain what the commercials are 
really about. 
• Talk to your pediatrician. 
For a free brochure, send a 
stamped, self-addressed envelope 
to: TV And The Family, Dept. C, 
American Academy of P ediatrics, 
P.O. Box 927 , Elk Grove Village, 
IL 60009. 
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print, so the bookstore couldn't sell 
them back and were stuck with them. 
"That you could say was a manage­
ment problem because they let them 
sit too long," he said. 
The bookstore is an auxiliary 
enterprise, meaning it is a contracted 
service but the university is still re­
sponsible. Stegall said, If the book­
store still has problems in January, I 
may ask for some proposals from pri­
vate book companies in order to priva­
tize the bookstore." Stegall also said 
this action will result in faculty hav­
ing less freedom about which books 
they order and will most likely result 
in even higher book prices. 
Some question why Stegall is so 
quick to privatize the bookstore when 
he readily admits that the bookstore is 
not being run efficiently. It seems a 
new management would be an option, 
instead of privatizing which will di­
rectly cause faculty and students to 
suffer. After all, the bookstore's cur­
rent financial problems were appar­
ently not caused by faculty or students. 
The bookstore employee, how­
ever, said, "Students would not suffer 
if the bookstore is privatized. The book 
prices would be lower [than the present 
prices]." 
SlegaW sard if the privatization 
of XhebooVLSVove Ae.fvrur.eVy becomes an 
option, there will be a committee of 
faculty and students, and unlike any­
thing else at Armstrong, it will be a 
collegiate decision. 
One way students are avoiding 
this issue altogether is by ordering text­
books from local bookstores such as 
Books AMillion and Media Play. Stu­
dents also purchase used books from 
other students who advertise them on 
campus bulletin boards. Health sci­
ence students (nursing, etc.) can order 
their textbooks from J.A. Majors (1-
800-241-6551) with a prepaid check 
or credit card, and the books are sent 
directly to the student's residence. 
Nordquist said the restocking 
fee is a situation where faculty does 
not have much say so, but students do. 
He also said, however, that huffing and 
puffing will most likely not lead any­
where. The situation should be ap­
proached in a levelheaded manner. So 
students who do not agree with the re­
stocking fee or raised book prices, start 
voicing your opinions! One way is to 
write letters to the administration. If 
you do nothing about it, nothing will 
be done in return in your favor. 
Emerging Leader Program 
Letters to the administration may be addressed to 
either Dr. Burnett, Dr. Butler or John Stegall in 
care of the administration office, 11935 Abercorn 
Street - Zip Code 31419. 
A number of private bookstores in the area will 
order text books at cost if professors provide them 
with the information at least 8 weeks in advance. 
This is the fourth year for the Emerging Leader Program. Emerging Leader is a 9 week program fo new 
students that teaches the fundamentals of leadership including ethics, motivation, diversity and coalition building 
and even business courtesy and table manners. Students who graduate from the program are encouraged to 
move into campus leadership positions in academic departments, student government CUB and m studen 
orientation. This faff, there are 28 students in Emerging Leader. Program Directors are Dr. Joe Buck, Mr. bill 
Kelso, and Ms. Renee Hutson. Twenty-seven students are in the program this fall. It is anticipated that the 
program will be run again at the beginning of Winter Quarter 1997. 
This year's Emerging Leader participants build Archie Bunker's Neighborhood which is a simulation exe: 
cise that allows participants to leam about power, divesity and coalition building. Participants are placed i 
groups and must build a community using marerials given them. Each group has elected officials such ; 
mayor, lobbyist, and building contractors. Throughout the simulation, the Governor, the Sheriff, and tl 
Building authority create problems for the groups that must be solved. 
more letters 
Baseball Team Needs 
Better Transportation 
Dear Editor: 
The baseball team wanted to bring 
to your attention the financial problems 
the team faces. Over the years, the Pi­
rates have been a very competitive 
baseball team in the Peach Belt Atlan­
tic Conference, but we do not have 
adequate transportation to and from 
our baseball games. The little vans are 
just too packed for equipment and 
players. In addition, Armstrong s 
equipment needs to be replaced. Lastly, 
our uniforms look so old for a winning 
team like the Pirates. 
Traveling as far as South Dakota, 
packed in those vans, will bum out any 
baseball team. There is not even 
enough room to lie down and take a 
nap. The player's luggage is in the 
seats with them, making the trip even 
more uncomfortable. The team sug­
gests the school raise enough money 
for a bus which could be used for 
other sports too. Being crowded would 
no longer be a problem, and those who 
wanted to take a nap could, comfort­
ably. . 
Equipment plays a major role in 
college baseball. Most of the equip­
ment at Armstrong has been around for 
decades. New equipment would help 
the program and could also reduce in­
juries. New equipment is like new uni­
forms; they both make a team feel bet­
ter and play better. 
Since the college has changed its 
name, we also need new uniforms with 
the new name on them. We feel that 
we need to go by the saying, You have 
to look good to play good." Newer and 
nicer uniforms would solve this prob­
lem. 
The team is not complaining about 
anything; we are just asking for a few 
things to upgrade our baseball program 
at AASU. The players respect the 
school for what we do have, and we 
know the school has been generous to 
the team. We are just recognizing 
things that could improve the program 
in the next few years. Thank you for 
your time and consideration. 
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or even reduced tuition for these 
classes. This was very discouraging 
news because many students do not re­
ceive financial aid. It is upsetting to 
know that a student has to pay for these 
classes and receives no credit. 
We would like to offer some sug­
gestions. We would like to have a re­
duced rate for learning support classes. 
If this is not feasible, we would like 
some credit for these classes, maybe 
as an elective. 
Thank you for providing a means ot 
expressing our concern. 
Sincerely, 
Lisa Miller 
Tracie Shuman ^ 
Jamie Daley 
Amanda Polk 
ed.- there is some talk of placing two 
year colleges in charge of learning 
support classes. You would still not 
earn college credit, but the cost might 
be reduced. Another option is to teach 
Learning Support as a Continuing 
Education course, where you could 
receive credits, but they would not ap­
ply towards a college degree. 
Ebony Coalition/M.A.P.S. Elect New <91 Officers 
Frankie Middleton 
So^hmore? Educadon/Speech Correction 
Marie G. Spaulding 
Soj^omore^Biolog^Major/ Pre-Med 
Derrick Smith 
President of Ebony Coalition 
Nadirah Z. El-Amin 
Vice President of Ebony 
Psychology Major 
Treasurer of Ebony Coalition/M.A.P.S. 
Early Elementary Education Major 
Members of Ebony Coalition and M.A.P.S. in front of the University Center Yvette Thomas, Reporter for Ebony/MAPS 
Charoleta Woodward 
Assistant Secretary 
Sophmore: Nursing 
Yvette D. Thomas 
Reporter for Ebony/Map 
Sophmore: Biology Major/Pre-Med 
Kimberly Watson 
Chaplan of M.A.P.S. 
Myrah Duncan 
Chairperson of MAP/Ebony 
Vennitah Mumelo 
Secretary of Ebony Coalition 
Sincerely, 
Michael Smith, Adam Wilson, and 
Kevin Bullard 
Dear Editor: 
When we came to AASU to register 
for college, we were told we needed 
to take the college placement exam. 
We took the exam and found out we 
were going to have to take Math 98, 
Math 99, and English 99. We were then 
told we would get absolutely no credit 
Food Drive for 
Inner City Night 
Shelter 
The Ebony Coalition and M.A.P.S. are 
sponsoring a canned food drive for the In­
ner City Night Shelter. Look for Donation 
boxes in the MCC Building, Fine Arts 
Lobby and The Sports Complex Center. 
O 
college concerns 
Theatre Major/running back plays hard 
ball with NCAA ruling 
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By Marco Buscaglia 
College Press Service 
EVANSTON, 111.—Running back 
Darnell Autry is Northwestern 
University's first legitimate 
may even be allowed to get paid for 
their work. 
In April, Autry, a theater major, 
accepted a role in "The 18th Angel," 
a medium-budget film that was 
u n i i u  a  m o  ~  
Heisman Trophy candidate in years, filmed in Italy this summer. Almost 
A n d  if he  wa l k s  aw a y  with the time- as quickly as Autry accepted t e 
honored trophy later this year, the role, the N^A thinned t° re-
world will take notice. But Heisman voke the NU tailback s athletic eli-
or not, Autry already has accom- gibility. The NCAA prohibits stu-
plished something dozens, if not dent athletes from appearing in 
hundreds, of college football play- commercial films. 
ers haven't been able to do: he's "At the time, it came down to 
caused the National Collegiate Ath- keeping the standards the same for 
letic Association to back down. all the schools, saidNCA spo es 
NCAA officials recently admit- woman Kathryn Reith. The mem-
ted they were wrong last spring bers were basically suggesting use an U l C  a ^ a  
when they tried to keep Autry from schools follow the same protoco . demic opp0rtuni 
performing a role in a movie for If an athlete gets some sort of ex- tjes that are avail-
free. In fact, the governing body of posure in a medium other than is ablg tQ them» 
college athletics now says it may sport, we have to look into it. 
rewrite its own rule book to allow After the NCAA threatened 
college athletes to accept roles in Autry with a penalty, the N 
movies, as well as write for news- tailback sued the governing o y 
papers and magazines. And, says and won the right to appear m the 
the NCAA, the free-lancing athletes film. 
Now, the NCAA Council has 
proposed a change to the student ac­
tivity bylaws to be voted on next 
January at the NCAA convention. 
The Autry amendment, as many are 
calling it, reads: 
"A student-athlete may partici­
pate in media activities (e.g. appear­
ance on radio, television, in films 
or stage productions, or participate 
in writing projects).. .The student-
athlete may engage in such activi­
ties at any time and may receive 
compensation at a rate commensu­
rate with the going rate in that lo­
cale." 
"It's a way to ensure that students 
are getting the 
opportunity to 
Autry maintains he was only inter­
ested in the educational aspect of 
the movie all along. "I just wanted 
to get some real experience in front 
of a camera," said Autry, a junior. 
"I really never viewed it as anything 
more than a learning experience. 
In fact, Autry says he was drawn to 
NU because of its much-heralded 
theater department., whose gradu­
ates include Charleton Heston and 
David Schwimmer. 
"I knew coach (Gary Barnett) 
would build a winning program 
here but I have to admit, the theater 
department drew me to Northwest-
em," Autry said. 
ll the c - FLIGHT OF THE PHOENIX 
A V E N U E  ' S A V A N N A H ,  G A  3 1 40 6  8 4 7 3  W A T E R S  
said Reith. "In a 
case like this, the 
student can get 
benefits that are 
directly related to 
his major." 
w f 
Savannah's 
Store 
Game Phone (912) 354-7079 
FAX (912) 354-1256 
13051 Abercom Street • Savannah, Ga., 31419 
*7 
N 
h)il\ 'NX 
Featuring 18 Pool  Tables ,  3  Dart  Boards,  
Snooker & Full  Bar +Deli!  
Free Half-Hour of  Pool  with 
Lunch Purchase Monday -  Saturday! 
11:00 a.m.- l  :00 a.m. Monday -  Thursday 
11:00 a.m. -  2:00 a.m. Friday -  Saturday 
1:00 p.m. -  midnight on Sunday 
Tuesday Night is  College Night!  
Discount Pool  and 
$1.00 Drafts  l l l i th Ualid Student I .D.  
BRSU Coupon 
i  Southside Bil l iard Club 
J One Hour of  Pool  
l  Half  Price 
I 
|  Limit One Per Person Per Uisit  
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You Learn What You Do took over 45 minutes to cross half way and fell three times in the process. Each time he fell, it sounded like an airplane 
On the first weekend of November, out-climbed, out-shimmied and out-bal- crashing in the forest as the trees wires 
The Student Government Association anced even the self proclaimed best of and tower grained to 
snonsored an organizational retreat at men who walked by our group bragging over-stuffed body. , 
r m n  Rlue Heron in Riceboro, Georgia, about how easy the course was and later Mi n d  you, there were y P 
on campus were had to be resoled when rhe, fell from ,o hold you on 
to attend this free event to learn the high wire and were unable to get person strapped to a tree be 
HiSleader SpTl which back on or come down on .heir own. up slack in your safety l.ne and prevent 
a^dd helolhem in areas of problmn Frankly speaking, we were not the you from crashing to the ground below, 
laving goal setting relations manage- most athletic group to go through this A good belay person learned to give an 
ment antfconfittence buiMing. course, bur everyone made it, even over etttra tug to a climber swtngtng from 
m Outof24whosienedupforthetrip, a 12 foot wall with no assistance other rang to rung on the way up the la er, 
it netuallv oarticiDated in the event than ourselves as human ladders. Some but once the high wire artist steppe ou 
Ich indudcd1mSSs. frae opted ou, of the htgh ropes course, no. on the 1/4 inch wire a, eye and foot level, 
transportation, overnight accommoda­
tions at Camp Blue Heron, a fireside 
organization evaluation and a lead chal­
lenge course which included obstacles 
and low and high ropes courses. Above 
all, participants were given a chance to 
meet new friends, accept new chal­
lenges, and renew old friendships in a 
relaxing environment not too far from 
home. 
Ebony Coalition, The Gospel Choir, 
M.A.P.S., the Inkwell and SGA were the 
only organizations who sent representa­
tives and they are still gloating over what 
a wonderful time they had. It was a 
shame that more organizations didn't 
take advantage of the opportunity but, 
the small group size allowed all of the 
participants to stick together as one 
group and allowed even closer friend­
ships to form during the two day retreat. 
The group left AASU at 7:30 A.M. 
and arrived at Camp Blue Heron in time 
for a quick breakfast before being 
shuttled off to icebreakers on the pine 
covered lawn facing 83 acre Bryant 
Lake, which is actually the home of a 
Blue Heron. 
The first icebreaker was a question 
and answer game in which everyone had 
to raise their hand if they had done what 
the question asked: Have you ever been 
bitten by a dog? Have you ever read 
Black Beauty, White Fang, The Lion , 
The Witch and The Wardrobe? Have you 
ever cried at a movie.... broken a schoo 
record.... given someone the Heimlich 
maneuver in a life threatening situation, 
dyed your hair blue, green or orange, or 
they were 
very much 
on their 
own. 
F o r  
some the 
high wire 
c r o s s i n g  
w a s  a  
choice, for 
others it 
was a ne-
c e s s i t y .  
Each of us 
had to 
p r o v e  
something 
to our­
selves, had 
to question 
w h e t h e r  
we had the 
courage to 
face a chal­
lenge and 
learn by 
doing. 
O u r  
guide Bob 
had told us 
that John 
Dewey had 
once pro-
c l a i m e d  
that the se­
cret to life 
could be 
s u m m e d  
L 9h iZIn climblSpSSuhe Organizational retreat at Camp Blue Heron ^  ^  
a a n DIUC iwuv. MyrahDuncanci v Tf , f 
attended an opera, eaten beef tripe, res- ^ ^  as for ,ack of time "You learn what you do At you hate 
cued a cat from a tree? Later, each mem- hij anments which prohibited you will learn to . y 
ber of the circle had the chance to ask and« Jn a on£ inch piece of from your problem they 
one person why they had raiJe'ed nylon like a pork roast ready for bast- chaseyou^^you npver reallv 
.orfivM.inr miestion. It proved »y 
ing. 
w o — . m(; what a cnasiuy um Then came a name association game ^ guys secretly admired the you are going 
^ ClT ;„i rtffopfc 'hul tre in the middle of The High 
a animal that ei-nuaiv t t i iu  i i i on  *  ,  •  
ther started with the first letter o ei 
one nerson hv they had ised their ,s ...  nril.  t ready for bast- chase you. - „ -. „ . 
hand for a particular question. It proved ^ ^  ^  
to be enlightening for all. k t  chastity belt must have felt be g 
^ whjle lhe r 1 . ^ ^  
HE.StT.rr of S .rpSfJotU manly Blue Mg* 
SyT7mrrt"c« 
sounded like mob leaders - Fnm ^ ^ tcm„.ori, courage and determt survt^ [Q f<)CUS on one goali 
Ton's .be Monkey nation^ ^ a„d complete 
Bud the Osprey. Nadu t e^u |ow ropcs coursesrreredesigr'e re^ 8^^ jn our abUities. Having com-
and Lone the Owl. n.irkbilled quire a team effort. y nieted the ultimate goal, we were then 
right unique: Mane the D ^ wQrk as a unit for any one of us to - p ^ QUr triumphs with those 
Platypus, Myrah the Pan a vive, but the high wires course wa. ^ had gQne before us and encourage 
Sean the Killifish. stuck sonal. We  all had to admi those vet to eo with hard won secrets of Some of the nicknames stucK formidable from where we were those yet to go wun 
throughout the retreat, espectally he J e ially after OUr "friend" wisdom ^ 
Butterfly, who flittered through the ^ from another group) It it true y 
course in giggles, and the Monkey, wno 
do, then we learned that nothing is im­
possible unless you choose not to do it. 
If you want something badly enough, 
you will keep trying new ways to get it 
until you succeed. That is often a hard 
thing to do, and that is why having 
friends and acquaintances to help guide 
and give you support is so important. 
On our first night at Camp Blue 
Heron, each of us embarked on a differ­
ent destination. Some stayed in the cot­
tage to clean and sweep while others 
donned pajamas and sat in chat groups 
atop skinny bunks with mattresses too 
small for the springs. Some folks headed 
straight to sleep, while a small group 
braved the chilled night air and sat by 
the lake beneath the stars to contemplate 
man's future. 
Here, the group stared at the unend­
ing sky and marveled at its richness. 
There were no artificial lights to drown 
out the beauty of this scene, and one 
could easily imagine hopping from one 
star to the next, connecting the dots to 
uncover the picture, that to many was 
just faint flecks of light in a hazy sky. 
How odd to imagine that we would 
choose a life of convenience over this; 
that we would blind ourselves to all but 
the brightest stars and forget that those 
beyond our vision ever existed.... 
If it is true, that we learn what we 
do, then what is it we are doing? What 
are we teaching others to do, and how 
do we know that what we are doing is 
right? > 
It seems that education might help 
us determine what is right from what is 
wrong. The more you \earn, the more 
you want to do, for by doing you learn 
what works and what doesn't and by 
learning, you discover alternative meth­
ods of d oing things that you might not 
have discovered on your own. 
Our trip to Camp Blue Heron helped 
us discover who we were and taught us 
some new tricks that we can share with 
others. I'd like to thank the Student Gov­
ernment Association for giving us the 
chance to attend this retreat and hope it 
can be done again with more participa­
tion. After all, it isn't every day that a 
college aged student gets to go off to 
camp and spend the day climbing trees 
and shimmying through drainage pipes 
with half a dozen people climbing over 
and under you in close confines. Thanks 
for the memories, Bob, Gene, (Joe), 
Frankie, Cedric, Myrah, Sean, Lorie, 
Bud, Nadirah, Marie, Veronique, 
Cristen, and all the rest who made this 
SGA sponsored event well worth attend­
ing. -BJE 
The Philosophical Debate 
Is a new Organization on Campus 
which provides an informal atmo­
sphere in which students, faculty, 
alumni and their guests may discuss 
philosophical issues. The next meeting 
will be held on Wed. Nov. 20 at 8:30 
p.m. in the Faculty Dining Room in 
MCC. Look for more information on 
the Philosophical Debate in the Jan. 2 
edition of the Inkwell. The current topic 
of debate is Law and Justice: the two 
are not the same. 
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Kids Nite Out Proved Fun For All 
The Fall Festival and Halloween Cos­
tume contest at October's Kids Nite 
Out drew a huge crowd of over 100 
children plus adults who stayed the 
whole evening. Children enjoyed free 
candy, popcorn, hot dogs, drinks, cup 
cakes and games. 
The next Kid's Nite out will be 
held on Saturday, November 23, from 
6 - 9 in the MCC Lobby. Children 3 
years and older are invited to attend. 
The movie Willy Wonka and the 
Chocolate Factory will be shown. 
Crafts and free food will also be avail­
able. 
Charlie is l et loosed— 
in the chocolate factory 
^and every kid's dream -
SLcomes f true. 7—' 
1 DAVID LWOLPER presents^ 
OCTOBER 2 b ,  :  9 9 6  
ARMSTRONG ATLANTIC STATE 
UNIVERSITY -
"ESTIVAL 
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Comedian Akintunde proves offensive comedy act number Nick Rimedio wins a mountain bike for his rendition of a Bike Police capture Nick outside the MCC hooking for $5. 
233....will it never end? two dollar hooker at the red ribbon week costume contest It's a shame what the price of fame does to some people. 
, ... . ... .p. Ti,„ r . r aftv anfi the Tamara Wrieht makes neat work of this gooey pumpkin. See the finished results to the left 
ar*mm mmm 
The three little bears? Trish Ferro, Cheryl Gregorio and Renee Hutson of 
Student Affairs, come dressed for a slumber party on Halloween day. 
The theme for the costume contest was cheapest outfit that had a message 
about the dangers of using drugs and alcohol. While Nick Rimedio won for 
his rendition of a two dollar hooker on drugs, Amanda Rogers won for her 
portrayal of a 'pot' head. Hey, she won a mountain bike, so don't laugh. 
I p \ t * * \ % \ V V f 
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This Former ASC Gamer Isn't Just Playing Around 
By Carrie Whiddon 
Have you ever wondered if your 
education will pay off? Will I be able 
to find a job that I like and still utilize 
my knowledge? James McGraw did. 
He gets to use his knowledge of mili­
tary history, teach others some of what 
he knows, have fun, and make a profit 
doing it! 
James McGraw, a former History 
major, left Armstrong to start 
Savannah's most unique gaming store 
"Flight of the Phoenix". Some of you 
may remember James McGraw as the 
former Concessions Manager for 
ARAMARK or the driving force be­
hind the ASC Gamers. 
Although the Gamers are no longer 
active at Armstrong, they used to be a 
selling point for the school. Several 
students picked Armstrong over com­
peting colleges because of this unique 
club. 
McGraw said that the Gamers were 
funded through their Traveling Store 
which would be set up in the Cafeteria 
and at conventions they attended. He 
didn't receive any Student Activities 
funding, but mentioned that A1 Harris, 
Head of Student Activities, was always 
very supportive of th eir organization. 
By the beginning of 1996 the 
Gamers and their activities had gotten 
too big for the school, so McGraw took 
the next logical step... he opened his 
own business. 
"Flight of the Phoenix" opened for 
business on January 11,1996. McGraw 
pointed out that his store is the only 
one in Savannah with a complete game 
area, concession area, and a knowl­
edgeable courteous staff. The store 
sells military and fantasy miniatures, 
board games, role playing books, ref­
erence books, and fun. 
It's an impressive feat to start a 
business, but it's even more impres­
sive to make it incredibly successful. 
James made $100,000 between Janu­
ary 11 and October. Impressed? Now 
take into account that he did all this 
without a loan from a bank or the SB A 
( Small Business Asso.). Wow, what a 
guy-
James feels that Armstrong gave 
him "the basic tools to accomplish 
this". He said that he grew up at 
Armstrong, gained pre-planning skills, 
and the foresight to judge errors bet­
ter. "I owe some professors at 
Armstrong a big 
thanks," James 
mentioned. 
It's also inter­
esting to note 
that while most 
portions of the 
toy industry 
have been seeing 
a decrease, role 
playing games 
have increased 
in popularity. 
McGraw feels 
this is because of 
the social ben­
efits involved with playing. He pointed 
out that some of the local police bring 
in troubled children and teens. They 
find a place where they're accepted, 
learn social interaction skills, and have 
an outlet for some of life's anxieties. 
Many Savannah teachers also endorse 
the game playing because of the read­
ing and social skills learned. 
Don't get the idea that this is only 
for kids. James began playing 25 years 
ago, and still loves it. He said that al­
though a portion of his business comes 
from the teen population, he has cus­
tomers and players well into their for­
ties. Eighty-four percent of his custom­
ers are male, and 40% are college edu­
cated. When asked if he provides dis­
counts to students or military he replied 
that all of his prices are already dis­
counted below retail. If you're inter­
ested in what goes on down at "Flight 
of the Phoenix" pay them a visit. The 
store is located off Montgomery Cross 
Rd. at 8473 Waters Ave. Pay them a 
visit, and tell them the Inkwell sent 
you! 
Above: James McGraw takes the 
plunge and signs a lease.... 
Above: Inside Jame's store, Flight of the Phoenix 
Below: some former ASC Gamers in the Cafeteria 
• 
ituraJ. PowerPoint. Windows and the Windows logo are trademarks of Mi crosoft Corporation. Z-Station is a regi 
Data Systems Corporation, tntof Inside and the Pentium Processor logos are registered trademarks o 
tions and pricing subject to change without notice Price shown is the ZDS direct price. Reseller price may be 
direct price. © 1996 Zenith Data Systems Corporation. 
Processor Pentium 
100 MHz 
1.2GB 
15" 
(13.7" viewable) 
$1699 
Pentium Pentium 
166 MHz 
2.1GB 
15" 
(13.7" viewable) 
$2299 
Pentium 
200 MHz 
2.1GB 
133 MHz 
Hard drive 
Monitor 
1.6GB 
(13.7" viewable) [13.7" viewable) 
Price $1999 $2499 
I Complete multimedia computer customized for students 
I Campus Z-Station® features: 
• Powerful Intel* Pentium® processor 
• Large capacity hard drive 
• Plenty of memory to run today's hottest applications 
• Plug & Play into your campus network with a high-speed modem 
I Desktop Systems include Microsoft® Natural® 
Keyboard and Microsoft Mouse 
I Loaded with Microsoft software for study and fun 
• Microsoft Office for Windows 95 with Word, Microsoft Excel, 
PowerPoint, Microsoft Access, Schedule+, Encarta 96 Encyclopedia, 
Microsoft Internet Assistants 
• Microsoft Windows 95 with Microsoft Internet Explorer 2.0 
• Microsoft Plus! 
• Games for Windows 95 
• Norton Antivirus and more 
Hewlett Packard Color DeskJet available 
Ask about Microsoft Programmer's Dream Pack 
with LAN card $1799 $2099 $2399 $2599 
Experience Campus Z-Station. 
1-800-811-3452 
http://www.zds.com 
education@zds.com 
announcements 
Kemira Pigments, 
Inc, Sponsors AASU 
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Scholarship Honoring 
Local Doctor Presented 
at AASU 
Robert DiBenedetto recently pre­
sented the first two checks for a 
scholarship founded in his name by 
Armstrong Atlantic State University. 
The recipients, Danielle Argenti and 
Katina Cook, are both respiratory 
therapy students at AASU. 
DiBenedetto was instrumental in 
starting the hospital-based respira­
tory therapy technician program at 
Memorial Medical Center in 1970. 
He served as medical director of 
the program for twenty-six years. 
During that time, he has helped the 
program mature into an advanced 
practitioner level and, as of March 
1996, a baccalaureate level program 
has been added. He currently serves 
on the faculties of both the Medical 
College of Georgia and the Mercer 
University School of Medicine. 
AASU Alumni 
Association Names 
Scholarship Winners 
The AASU Alumni Association 
named five scholarship winners for 
the 1996-97 academic year. 
The Authur M. Gignilliat, Sr. 
Scholarship went to Jillian Spates. 
The Jule Rossiter Stanfield Schol­
arship went to Ava M. Darens-
bourg. 
Julie B. Hodge and Krista L. 
Rogers share two general nontradi-
tional scholarships. The William W. 
Stokes nontraditional scholarship 
went to Amy E. Gorham. 
Student 
Bob Scanlon, of Kemira Pigments, 
Inc., recently presented a scholarship 
to Anne Smith at AASU with John 
Gehrm II, AASU's vice president of 
advancement. Smith, a sophmore at 
AASU, is currently studying as part of 
an exchange program in eastern Eu­
rope. 
J. Harry Persse 
Memorial Concert 
A performance by the AASU choirs of 
Mozart's Missa brevis in D Major, 
K.194 and Christmas carols from 
Spaon, Latvia, and Nigeria will be pre­
sented at Sacred Heart Church on 1707 
Bull Street on Sunday, November 24, 
at 3:00 P.M. 
The concert is FREE and open to the 
public, but donation to the Persse 
scholarship fund would be greatly ap­
preciated. 
The French Club Presents "Jean 
De Florette". The movie will be 
shown in the auditorium in 
Ashmore Hall on Saturday, Novem­
ber 16 at 7.00 p.m. The show is free 
and open to the public, and yes, 
there will be English subtitles. If 
you have any questions track down 
any member of the French Club. 
Twister A 
Success! 
The AASU Sports Center park­
ing lot was packed Friday night for 
1996-97 Persse Scholar 
Named at AASU 
Stacie O'Connor has been named the 
Persse Scholar for 1996-97 at AASU. 
This award includes a $1,800 cash what might be the first of many drive 
gift from the Persse Foundation and in movies! Open Door Productions 
a $450 music scholarship from of the Campus Union Boardspon-
,. ii sored the movie Twister and was AASU. This award is given annually ^ & ^ ^ 
to the outstanding junior music ma- ?5() l20Q The travelling 
jor. Ms. O' Connor is pursuing a movie company . The Great College 
bachelor's degree in music with an Dnv£ In said f(jr the size of our col_ 
emphasis on vocal performance. She ^ w£ had a «tremend0us" turnout. 
is active in the community as a singer ysuajjy campUses with around 
as well as a youth choir director and j^ QOO s tudents have the size of 
also the 1995 winner of the Dr. J. crowcj that we had. 
Harry Persse Scholarship for Excel­
lence in Music Theory. Jason Herndon, the Open Door 
Chairman did an excellent job getting 
TECH SERVICES AT LANE LI- everything coordinated. Special 
BRARY IS "DROWNING" IN BOOK thanks QUt tQ plant Operations, the 
COVERS!! IF YOU WISH TO HAVE Department, and Public 
safe* Public Relations also did a 
WILL ALL BE THROWN AWAY BY great job of getting the word out. 
NOVEMBER 27, 1996. THANKS!! Look for more exciting events from 
LANE LIBRARY Open Door next quarter! 
Van Bui prepares to give blood. Red Ribbon Week Drug Dog Demo 
Catch Me If You Can 
The AASU Masquers present 
a humorous mystery thriller play 
November 14 -16,22 - 23 at 7:30 P.M. 
and November 24 at 3:00 P.M. 
Jenkins Auditorium - AASU 
Free to AASU students, faculty and staff 
Ivie Nolin, La'Shawn Stevens and Steven Little Star in "Catch Me If 
You Can" directed by Roger Miller 
F R E E  I  
(NAPS)—To reward daycare 
providers who give children the 
very best care, you can enter 
them in the second annual 
LYSOL® KidsHealth™ Daycare 
Awards. For official contest rules, 
write to: 1996 LYSOL KidsHealth franchise opportunities, at the 
Daycare Awards-Contest Rules, Dwyer Group, call 800-490-7501. 
P.O. Box 4763, Young America, Consumers who have any 
MN 55558-4763, no later than questions or concerns about using 
March 1, 1997. a hair remover such as Nudit can 
Staying at the Ramada Inn for simply call 1-800-62NUDIT. 
four days, through Labor Day, can Callers will receive a coupon for 
earn you a free video. To extend 00 off any Nudit product and a 
your vacation fun, call 1-800-2- free Nudit User Guide. 
RAMADA. Many experts recommend a 
Many people are discovering that home spa as a pleasurable way to 
buying a franchise from an estab- feel and function better. To learn 
lished company can be the ticket to more, call Sundance Spas at 1-
success. For free information about 800-418-9236. 
TO S E N D  F O R  
A brochure about an advanced 
needle-free insulin injection system 
called Advanta Jet is available free 
stay up 
all night 
with 
quantum 
physics 
not "banking. 
November 14,1996 
by calling 1-800-991-4464. 
RFD Tours offers domestic and 
international tours. Itineraries 
including visits to family homes 
in the United States and abroad 
will be available this Fall and 
Winter. For a catalog or further 
information, call RFD Tours, 
Home Visits (800) 365-5359. 
For information on educational 
video games aimed at little girls, 
call Creative Wonders at 800/245-
4525. 
Borrowers who want to find out 
how an adjustable-rate mortgage 
can fit their personal financial sit­
uation, can call Countrywide at 
(800) 570-9888. 
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Furniture for Sale 
If you've got better things to do at night than wrestle with your checking account, the College Account 
from Wachovia is for you. We make it easy, with 
free checking and a Banking Card 
with Visa Check, for free transactions 
at any Wachovia ATM. Your card is also 
accepted anywhere they take 
Visa®-so you can pay for everything 
from pizza to car repairs right from 
your checking account, but with credit 
card convenience. And when you need 
help balancing your checkbook, 
Wachovia's toll-free telephone banking lines are just 
a phone call away. You can get your balance or find 
out if a check cleared with our auto­
mated Phone Access® service. Or call 
l-800-WACHOVIA (1-800-922-4684) 
to reach a real Wachovia banker any­
time, 24 hours a day. Plus, you may 
qualify for special student overdraft 
protection, credit card and savings 
accounts. It's easy! (At this point in 
your life, shouldn't something be?) 
And it's yours until you graduate. 
Wachovia Bank is a member FDIC. Accounts subject to approval. 
Credit cards are issued by Wachovia Bank Card Services, Delaware. 
WACHOVIA 
Elderly woman in nursing home 
is offering furniture for sale. 
Items include a bed set, dresser, 
sofa, chairs and a like-new lift 
chair with heater, vibrator & 
electronic motor to lift you from 
the seat without straining your 
back or knees. If interested, 
please call 354-1188. 
EMPLOYMENT 
Men/Women earn $480 
weekly assembling circuit 
boards/electronic compo­
nents at home. Experience 
unnecessary, will train. Im­
mediate openings your local 
area. Call 1 520-680-7891 
EXT C200. 
Package Handlers Needed 
for early morning shift. Tu­
ition assistance available plus 
$6.50 an hour. Call Ed 
Humphrey at 964-1858. 
Earn MONEY and FREE TRIPS 
promoting SPRING BREAK 
TRAVELPACKAGESI! 
Call INTERCAMPUSPROGRAMS at 
1-800-327-6013 or http:/ 
www.icpt.com 
PART-TIME Employment 
Proshop Worker to work Sun­
day 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. at Savan­
nah Yacht Club opening tennis 
courts, sales of tennis merchan­
dise, recording court reserva­
tions, etc. apply at SYC Pro 
Shop- contact Ian Pound. 
Maintenance Worker to work 
for tennis department at Savan­
nah Yacht Club - Upkeep of ten­
nis courts and facilities. Part-
time 8 a.m. - 1 p.m. Mon - Fri. 
and 8 - 12 on Saturday. Apply 
at the SYC Pro Shop off Johnny 
Mercer at End of Bradley Point 
Road. 
Personals 
The staff of The Inkwell, Stu­
dent Affairs and Student Ac­
tivities would like to wish 
Annette Logue Good Luck in 
pursuing a new job outside 
AASU. 
We'll miss you Annette, don't 
forget to stop by and say hello 
to everyone from time to 
time. 
Sports Quiz 
by Larry Duncan 
1. Who was the first Chechos­
lovakian to win the Wimbledon 
women's singles tennis title? 
2. What sport begins in front of the 
south stake? 
3. Who won the first overtime 
championship game in NFL history? 
4. Who was the first woman to race 
in the Indianapolis 500? 
5. What baseball equipment was 
first baseman Charles Waite the first 
to wear? 
Sports Quiz Answers 
3AO|8 B g tauqjnr) 
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Calendar of Events 
November 19 
Wesley Fellowship meeting 
Fine Arts Room 206 8 -10 p.m. 
November 22 
Thanksgiving Food Harvest 
Social sponsored by Ebony 
Coalition, MCC 
November 23 
Kids Nite Out in MCC Lobby 
from 6 -9 P.M. Willy Wonka 
Movie and Popcorn 
November 25- 26 
Annual AASU Pottery Sale 
University Center Lobby (MCC) 
November 27 -29 
Thanksgiving Holiday 
December 2 
Last Day of Classes 
Cookies Caroling and Cider at 
Noon in the MCC Lobby 
Dec 3 Reading Day 
Dec 4-6 Final Exams 
Jan 3 Winter Classes Begin 
Kennesaw State favored 
to capture women's title 
AUGUSTA, Ga - Kennesaw State is 
favored to win the 1996-97 women's 
basketball championship according to 
a poll of Peach Belt Athlectic Confer­
ence women's basketball coaches. 
Kennesaw State, the 1996 PBAC 
tournament runnerup, collected eight 
first-place votes enroute to a total of 
75 points. Georgia College and state 
University (72 points) picked up two 
first-place and five second-place votes 
to finish second in the poll. Francis 
Marion (60 points) claims the third 
place spot, followed by Augusta State 
(59 points) in fourth. Armstrong At­
lantic State came in eighth with 22 
points. 
The Lady Owls return three start­
ers from last year's 17-12 squad, in­
cluding 1995-96 PBAC Player of the 
Year Sarah McAllister (6' 1", Sr., for­
ward/center) who led the PBAC in 
scoring and was fifth in field goal per­
centage (.535) last season. 
Defending PBAC regular season 
and tournament champion Georgia 
College and State University (21-9 in 
1996) returns three starters including 
All PBAC selection Alicia Wilson 
(5'11", Sr., forward/center) who was 
eighth in scoring, sixth in rebounding 
and second in the league in blocks. 
Teams in the poll were awarded 
nince points for a first-place vote, eight 
for second, etc., with votes from the 
ten PBAC women's basketball 
coaches. Coaches were not allowed to 
bote for their own teams. The pre­
season poll is as follows: 
1. Kennesaw State 75 
2. Georgia Col & St. U. 72 
3. Francis Marion 60 
4. Augusta State 59 
5. USC Spartanburg 48 
Tied for 6 
Columbus State 42 
UNC Pembroke 42 
8. Armstrong Atl St. 22 
9. Lander 17 
10. USC Aiken 13 
Pro Basketball 
Back at AASU! 
By J. Dion Couch 
For the second year in a row the Atlanta 
Hawks NBA basketball team held preseason 
training camp at Armstrong Atlantic. Tak­
ing full advantage of our still sparkling 
Sports Center, the Hawks spent a week in 
early October getting ready for the NBA 
season. 
The Hawks coach, Lenny Wilkens, was 
fresh off his coaching of the Gold Medal 
winning USA Olympic basketball team. 
This year brings high hopes to the Atlanta 
squad that advanced to the second round of 
the NBA playoffs a year ago. Three start­
ers return from last year to go with an espe­
cially exciting newcomer, Dikembe 
Mutombo. Mutombo comes to Atlanta from 
Denver where he averaged 11.8 rebounds 
per game (third in the NBA) and 4.49 blocks 
per game (first in the NBA). Mutombo will 
be starting along with Mookie Blaylock, 
Steve Smith, and Christian Laettner. 
The team seemed loose when I went to 
take photographs. Christian Laettner 
wanted me to shoot the flash photography 
in his teammates' eyes while he shot a bas­
ket. Laettners' competiveness even in prac­
tice should help the Hawks this season (be­
ing far away from Minnesota can't hurt ei­
ther). Hopefully if the Hawks come back 
next year they could hold a scrimmage for 
Armstrong students to watch and enjoy. 
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Lady Pirates Defeat Fort 
Gordon in Exhibition Game 
Armstrong Atlantic State Uiversity 
Women's Basketball Team defeated 
Fort Gordon in an exhibition game, 
Saturday afternoon with a score of 56-
50. The leading scorer for the Lady 
Pirates was Christa Vaughn with 14 
points. For Fprt Gordon, Dee Waitman 
had 12 points. Sonia Oliver was the 
leading rebounder for the Lady Pirates 
with 9, while Felicia Whites had 8 for 
Fort Gordon. Armstrongs next game 
is November 23 at 7:00 p.m. vs 
Charleston Southern. 
* 
/hat goes up - Christian Laettner waits for ball at a Hawks practice 
ission at Armstrong. 
7'2" Dikembe Mutombo checks the 
strength of AASU's backboards. 
the back page 
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THE Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Healthy 
5 Fiery signal 
10 Brass 
instrument 
14 Melody 
15 Shoestrings 
16 Outer garment 
17 Barbershop item 
18 Make suitable 
19 Eye 
20 Caught sight of 
22 Stands for 
canvases 
24 Phooey! 
25 A Muse 
26 Electrical unit 
29 Rich source 
33 Fly high 
34 Boldness 
36 Arab VIP 
37 Mink, e.g. 
38 Bakery item 
39 Sch. gp. 
40 Bone. pref. 
42 Where soldiers 
are stationed 
44 That girl's 
45 Limit 
47 Grand — Dam 
49 Engrave 
50 School period 
51 Find (with "out") 
54 Sprees 
57 Paton or Milne 
58 WWII vessel 
60 Weather outlook 
62 Ship of 1492 
63 Wash lightly 
64 "Do — others ." 
65 Schooner part 
66 Ceased 
67 Distort 
DOWN 
1 Woman in uni 
torm. once 
2 Desire 
personified 
3 Walk with 
difficulty 
4 Toiler 
5 Squash 
6 Fills with cargo 
7 School: abbr. 
8 Agent: abbr 
9 Actress Parsons 
1 2 3 4 • Is 6 7 8 9 • I" 11 12 13 14 1 1 1 h 17 I 1 19 
20 21 1 M 22 23 
24 I F 26 27 28 • r 30 31 32 
33 • 1 • 36 37 • • 39 
40 41 42 43 44 
45 I 46 I47 48 
49 J 
_ • 50 
51 52 53 1 s 55 56 
57 >8 59 • 60 61 
62 i 3 1 54 
65 I I6 6 1 >7 
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10 Couple 
11 Press 
12 Fancy dance 
13 Chimpanzees 
21 Sailor 
23 Help 
25 Desire greedily 
26 With regard to 
27 Mickey or Minnie 
28 Components 
29 Grain for 
grinding 
30 Urge on 
31 Saltpeter 
32 Remove in a 
way 
35 Geologic period 
41 Never-ending 
42 Photo 
43 Perfumed 
44 Bone of the 
upper arm 
46 Abbr. on a map 
48 Law: abbr. 
50 Tantalize 
51 Devotees 
ANSWERS 
52 Mr. Kazan 
53 Indian queen 
54 He's 007 
55 Give a rating to 
56 Scene 
59 Receptacle for 
storage 
61 The present 
THE GRAPES WE 
BOUGHT TODAY WERE 
TOO EXPENSIVE 
( WHBT5 UP WITH THE DIGGING? J 
kM 
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fy-.TThnonO. Braxton 
'M.0.3eSXTt}N©/996 
..SO I'M GONNR 
USE THEM TO 
GROW OUR OWN 
VINEYRRD 
VERY 
INNOVRT1VE 
MAMA'S BOYZ by JERRY CRAFT 
" THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUBMISSION, 
IT WAS VERY FUNNY! ALTHOUGH 
VIE CAN NOT ACCEPT IT. VJE HII5H 
YOU THE BEST OF LUCK ELSEWH ERE." 
THAT'S GREAT, TYRELL, WHY 
DIDN'T YOU TELL ME YOU 
SUBMITTED A SHORT ST ORY? 
I DIDN'T, MOM, I 
APPLIED FOR A 
CREDIT CAROL 
OUT ON A LIMB by GARY KOPERVAS 
STAMPEDE 
UNIVERSITY2 by Frank Cho 
AfcywrSutryou 
can't SMt»i+ 
jnon!(fe*e«Y? wc. - GIMME THAT I WT 
' ADDRESS YOU UNDER 
FREAK I CAN'T STAND 
RELIEVE W ERE IT 
, M1SS1NG "THE WOULD 
I BIGGEST RWT BE 
PAR-TV ON RIGHT 
' CAMPUR) , HERE 
r •"> 
LET ME SE E. . GET tff 
ROUTFE ONE . TURN LETT 
AT LUSH LANE TURN 
INTO p oRSe-SHoE 
TARE A S HARP RIGHT 
AT T HE S RRF SIGN G» 
UP " TWO B LOCKS" 
I'M GOING TO COLLEGE F OR 
FREE A LL PAID F6R By "We 
STATE Due TO SOME E QUAL 
RIGHTS FCR ANIMALF LAW. T HE 
MET OVER A T>O2EN GoRGeouS 
SoRoRtTy GIRU from GOOD 
GENE TOOLS. jj 
"We BIGGEST FRATERNITY ON 
CAMPUS HA S A GGRESSIVE LY 
RECRUITED ME. I'M IN ONE 
JUGGERNAUT of APARTy. 
HAVING TH E TIME o f MY Life 
AND IT LS ONLY T HE F IRST 
WEEK o f -SCHOOL. 
km I was 
fVau*gori 
assiJumjA 
MAN oH MAN.PEAN.TUli 
IS THE L IFE . CAN you 
"BelieVE THiS ? WHo WOULD 
HAVE "THOUGHTIT? 
1VS like. 
"IViev 
, V.Y10W.' 
ON CALL! "The best doctors in the world are Doctor (1). Doctor (2) 
and Doctor (3)," said Jonathan Swift, in "Polite Conversation" (1738). And 
they're not a bad lot. Fill blanks, if you can. , 
' uwiJAueyii J Q e !8|no JQ Z Wia J Q l 
